PPI 101

Next Generation Payments
& Technology

PURPOSE OF THIS PRESENTATION
This 101 on the Prairie Payments Initiative (PPI) is for you to use with your teams
to give them a quick update on the PPI.
The PPI work to date ensures prairie credit unions are competitive in payments by
providing access to the most efficient, cost-effective modernized payments
processing infrastructure, all within the context of meeting Payments Canada
modernization requirements.

PRAIRIE PAYMENTS INITIATIVE (PPI)
A LITTLE BACKGROUND
In Canada, there are substantial payments changes ahead. The financial industry continues to evolve, with member institutions, Fintech firms
and technology advancements driving change in financial and payments services. In pursuit of our legislated public policy objectives and in
support of emerging regulations, Payments Canada is highly engaged with its members, stakeholders and regulators.
Work has been underway between the three prairie centrals (Alberta Central, Credit Union Central of Manitoba (CUCM), SaskCentral) in step
with the seven largest credit unions in the prairie provinces (P7) to develop a strategy on the appropriate credit union response to the evolving
payments environment.
The working team completed a comprehensive analysis of available options to modernize payments for credit unions.
This culminated in a specific strategy recommendation which was endorsed by the committee and led to a structured Request for Information
(“RFI”) process to identify credible solution providers from around the world. In-depth information on technical solutions, processes and pricing
were provided. The committee elected to proceed to commercial negotiations with the IBM Payments Center - Canada (IPCC).
The findings and conclusions from this analysis were consolidated into a business case, which was approved by the boards of directors for
Alberta Central, SaskCentral and Credit Union Central of Manitoba in late December 2019.

WHY DO WE NEED TO
MODERNIZE?

A quick refresher on Payments Canada’s Modernization

FORCES OF
PAYMENTS
MODERNIZATION
THE CANADIAN FINANCIAL PAYMENTS
LANDSCAPE is in the midst of rapid and

extensive change. New payments players and
technologies are entering the market.
Credit union core technologies are becoming
increasingly outdated. Canada’s core systems
(LVTS, ACSS) are aging, and lack the flexibility to
adapt to domestic and international forces.
With anytime, anywhere banking, new nontraditional players, we have our work cut out for us.
But we are responding.

STATUS QUO IS NOT AN OPTION.

PAYMENTS CANADA MODERNIZATION KEY
PILLARS
Vision: build a modern payments system that is fast, flexible, promotes
innovation and strengthens Canada’s competitive position.

PAYMENTS CANADA MODERNIZATION

Sequencing:
LYNX – release 1 in June 2021; release 2 in November 2021
RTR – go live with one release in 2022
RETAIL – To be determined
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GOALS OF THE PPI

1. Have a modernized ISO
standards infrastructure in place.
2. Demonstrate compelling
thought leadership in payments.

3. Future-focused payments that
deliver excellent member
experience.

Instead of building, we pursued
outsourcing to a ready made Payments as
a Service (PaaS) provider - IBM.
This is a shift for us as we move from
being a payments service provider to
managing the vendor contracts - all to
create optionality for credit unions.

PPI VISION
Ensure prairie credit unions are competitive in payments by
providing access to the most efficient, cost-effective modernized
payments processing infrastructure.
.

Enable optimization through
access to leading technology and
innovation.

Keep up with the pace of change.

Leverage economies of scale.

Gives prairie credit unions more
autonomy.

DEFINING OPTIONS FOR PAYMENTS
INFRASTRUCTURE
OPTIMIZING PAYMENTS
The PPI evaluated three options before selecting PaaS.

Option #1
New Build
Re-build existing systems
and build new functionality
for a modernized
environment
---------Develop greater payments
and technology expertise
within the Centrals
---------Continually improve,
develop and integrate
payments services

Option #2
Own & Operate
(Build + Buy)
Purchase “payments hub”
software for new
functionality
---------Re-build existing systems to
comply with modernization
and integrate with new hub
---------Manage vendors and
continually improve /
integrate new payments
services into hub

Option #3
Buy Payments-as-aService (PaaS)

Outsource payments
processing to a third-party
technology provider
---------Manage vendors and ensure
integration of new payments
services as available

VALIDATING BENEFITS OF PAAS
OPERATING MODEL
Our discussions with IBM, continued financial analysis, and engagement with credit unions
have validated our initial assumptions about the benefit of the PaaS operating model.

CREATING CERTAINTY & REDUCING RISKS

EMPOWERING CREDIT UNIONS & MEMBERS

Clarity and certainty around modernization costs and
payments capabilities (“future-proofed”); shifts
obligation to meet modernization onto a third-party
service provider

Increases self-serve options for both credit unions and
members, which enables credit unions to be more
responsive to evolving member needs and expectations

FOCUSING ON WHAT MATTERS

UNLOCKING VALUE

Enables Prairie credit unions to focus on strategic
investments rather than maintaining infrastructure;
enables “re-imagining” of Central capabilities and
competencies

Leverages volumes to reduce in per-transaction pricing
between payment types (details to come) and enables
cost-efficiencies through rationalization within Centrals
(and potentially within credit unions)

ENABLING CHOICE

PROVIDING SECURITY
The IBM Safer Payments solution is a complete stepchange for fraud management, monitoring and
prevention capabilities

Support all banking systems and platforms, with no
customized/proprietary development – everything is
based on standardized, open source principles to make
future innovation more agile and accessible to credit
unions

FOR MORE GENERAL INFORMATION
ON PAAS CLICK HERE.
(LOGIN REQUIRED)

MCKINSEY | EMERGING ERA OF PAYMENTSAS-A-SERVICE
McKinsey’s recent Global Payments Report validated the value opportunity
provided by evolving to a PaaS operating model, emphasizing the need for agility.

“PaaS offers an
attractive option for
offering cutting-edge
products and
services without
committing undue
resources to develop
these offerings
internally.”
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IBM’s
POTENTIAL
IBM OFFERS MANY BENEFITS including:
 Significant presence and expertise in Canada –
currently providing services to all major banks
 Worldwide experience operating modernized
payments infrastructure (ISO20022)
 In-depth knowledge of Payments Modernization and
close relationship with Payments Canada (recently
awarded contract to host LYNX)
 Potential to provide greater scale efficiencies through
collective volumes of all clients (non-prairie credit
unions, banks)
 Ability for credit unions to connect directly (if desired)

PROGRESSING THE PPI
A stage-gated ensured progress and aligned objectives.
Strategic Recommendation for PaaS (Feb
2019)
Structured RFI
Process (March 2019)
• Validate pricing and business
assumptions
• Selected IBM to proceed with
commercial negotiations

Commercial Negotiations &
Pricing
•
•
•

Business
Case, Part I
(April 2019)

Finalizing scope, pricing and business operations
with IBM
Rationalizing payments functions within the Prairies,
within the context of IBM scope
Initiating implementation planning

Business Case, Part II
•
•
•

Include full scope of outsourcing Payments-as-a-Service
(PaaS)
Complete financial analysis and commercial terms
Propose “end state” payments functionality within the
Prairie credit union system (rationalization)

Final Go Decision – December
2019

May 2019: Provided
update to Prairie
credit unions through
system-wide memo

•
•
•
•
•

Confirm governance and ownership model
Financing structure
Pricing principles
Target operating model
Final commercial agreements complete

CURRENT STATUS

(as at January 14)

• Board approvals and a signed contract complete – late December 2019
• Work underway to form a joint venture between the three Prairie Centrals that will
manage the master service agreement with IBM.
• Over the next 3-6 months the focus will be on the following:
•
•

•

The joint venture governance structure will be set up
The transition program management structure and transition plan, including milestones will be
determined

Ongoing communications will take place throughout the entire transition.

FOR A TIMELINE CLICK HERE.
(LOGIN REQUIRED)

IF YOU NEED SOME KEY MESSAGES TO SHARE

01

In the prairies, credit unions
are working hard to align with
Payments Canada’s
modernization initiatives but
also with more robust
payments systems.

02

Prairie credit unions needed to
turn a critical eye on the payments
capabilities needed now and in the
future. Our work on a payments
alternative was the direct result of
prairie credit unions asking the
centrals to explore developments
in the payments environment, and
provide an options analysis and a
strategic path forward.

03

For the prairie centrals,
our main goal is to
provide the tools that
allows credit unions to
best manage future
costs of payments
services, and deliver
scale efficiencies from
growth on a global
platform.

04

The goals of the PPI are
to have a modernized
ISO standards
infrastructure in place;
compelling thought
leadership in payments
and; future-focused
payments that deliver
excellent member
experience. The time is
now.

05
Moving to the PaaS
model with IBM will
ensure credit unions
have a future-ready
solution that drives
innovation and mitigates
the technology and
regulatory risk that will
characterize our future.
Our existing systems,
skills and capabilities
have served credit
unions well for many
years; however, they
don’t provide a strong
foundation for our
future.

.

THE TIME IS NOW
Credit unions require a future-ready solution that drives
innovation and mitigates the technology and regulatory
risk that will characterize our future. PaaS will get us
there.

